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MARKET ENVIRONMENT 3Q18
Global Economy
At the head of the pack, the U.S. economy continued to feel the shot of adrenaline provided by early 2018
tax cuts and fiscal stimulus, recording +4.2% real GDP growth in the second quarter and an estimated
+3.6% in the third quarter. Overseas, the economic picture was less bright with trade headwinds and
several idiosyncratic stories weighing on growth.

U.S.
• Second quarter GDP growth surged 4.2%
(annualized)
o Fastest in four years
o Consumer spending up 3.8% (annualized);
up from tepid 0.5% in Q1
o Non-residential business fixed
investment soared 8.7% (annualized)
• Labor market strong
o Unemployment at 3.7% in October;
lowest since 1969
o Job gains averaged just over 185,000 for
past three months
o Wages inching up +2.8% (y/y) in
September
• Inflation remained well-behaved
o Headline CPI was 2.7% in September
(y/y); Core CPI was 2.2% (y/y)
o Rising oil prices, tariffs, tight labor
market conditions could pose a threat?
o Core PCE in line with Fed’s 2% target
• Consumer confidence soars
o Conference Board Consumer Confidence
Index highest since September 2000
o Retail spending slowed in August, but up
6.6% y/y; a multi-year high
• The Fed raised rates as expected
o A 25 bp hike in September brought target
to 2.00% –2.25%; “accommodative”
dropped from language
o The Fed expects one more rate hike this
year and three in 2019
o Markets have priced in fewer but are
moving closer to Fed projections

Overseas
• Euro zone
o Core inflation for the EMU unchanged at
1.1%
o Euro zone manufacturing sank to a 2year low in September on slowing
exports
o ECB affirmed plan to cut asset purchases
in half from October through December
and likely halting altogether at year-end
o Left benchmark rate unchanged at -0.4%
o Politics and fiscal woes in Italy worried
investors, causing yields on Italian bonds
to surge
o ECB lowered 2018 growth forecast to
2.0% from 2.1%
• Brexit negotiations are thorny, prospect of a
“hard” Brexit remains
o Rates unchanged at 0.75% in spite of a
surprise spike in inflation (2.7% in
August)
• Japan’s economy gained traction; 2nd
quarter GDP of 3% was the fastest since
2016
o Capital expenditures was a key driver
o Demographic woes pushed jobless rate to
lowest in more than 25 years
• China / U.S. trade “wars” continue
o Trump imposed a 10% tariff on $200 bn
in goods - rising to 25% on January 1st –
and on top of $50 billion earlier this year
o China responded with $60 bn in tariffs
and cancelled trade talks
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT 3Q18
Global Equity
The U.S. equity market posted broad-based gains in the third quarter fueled by strong economic growth,
soaring corporate profits, and record-breaking stock buybacks. Several major indices hit record levels
during the quarter, and the S&P 500 Index’s 7.7% gain was its biggest since the fourth quarter of 2013.
Non-U.S. developed markets underperformed the U.S. and emerging market equities fared the worst,
posting modest losses for the quarter.
U.S. Equity
• S&P 500 Index rose 7.7%
o Bringing y-t-d return to 10.6%
o Best quarterly result since 4Q 2013
o All sectors were positive, but differences
were sharp
o Health Care (+14.5), Industrials (+10.0%),
Technology (+8.8%), and the new
Communication Services (+9.9%) sectors
were the top performers
o Materials, Energy, and Real Estate
returned less than 1% for the quarter
• Growth continued to outperform Value,
widening y-t-d divergence
o R1000 Growth: +9.2%; +17.1% y-t-d
o R1000 Value: +5.7%; +3.9% y-t-d
• Large caps outperformed small caps and
pulled ahead y-t-d
o R1000: +7.4%; +10.5% y-t-d
o R2000: +3.6%; +11.5% y-t-d
o Large caps helped by double-digit
returns from Amazon, Apple and
Microsoft
o “FAANG” stocks plus Microsoft had a
more muted impact than in previous
quarters, but still contributed nearly 25%
of the S&P 500’s quarterly return

Non-U.S. Equity
• Non-U.S. developed indices continued to
underperform U.S. as growth did not keep
pace and trade worries weighed on markets
o ACWI ex-US: +0.7%; -3.1% y-t-d
o Japan was a top performer +3.7% as
economic news surprised on the upside
and the Prime Minister retained his role
as President
o Switzerland and Sweden both up over
7%
o Italy (-4.5%) was roiled by political and
fiscal woes
o Concern over the fate of Brexit hurt the
UK (-1.7%)
o As in the U.S., Health Care (+4.3%) was a
top performing sector while Real Estate (2.8%) was among the worst
• Dollar was mixed
o Up versus the Japanese yen, Australian
dollar and British pound
o Down versus the Canadian dollar
o Essentially flat versus the euro
• Emerging markets lagged
o MSCI EM: -1.1%; -7.7% y-t-d
o Not atypically, returns across countries
highly divergent
o China sank (-7.5%) on trade angst and a
sell-off in tech companies
o Greece (-17.6%) and Turkey (-20.5%) were
among the worst
o Mexico (+6.9%), Brazil (+6.1%) Russia
(+6.2%) and Poland (+10.6%) on top
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT 3Q18
Global Fixed Income
Yields in the U.S. rose during the quarter and the yield curve continued to flatten as the Fed continued on
its rate hike trajectory. Outside of the U.S., the U.S. dollar turned in mixed performance and yields were
generally modestly higher. Emerging market currencies continued to struggle while external emerging
markets debt managed to eke out modest gains.
U.S. Fixed Income

Non-U.S. Fixed Income

• U.S. rates rose modestly and the yield curve
continued to flatten
o 2-year U.S. Treasury Note climbed nearly
30 basis points to close at a multi-year
high of 2.81%
o 10- and 30-year Treasury yields rose
roughly 20 bps
o Spread between the 2-year and 10-year
shrank to 24 bps
• Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate was flat
(+0.0%)
o Investment grade corporates (+1.0%) beat
Treasuries (-0.6%) for the first time this
year
o However, concerns about rising leverage
and significant growth in BBB rated
bonds weigh on investors’ minds
• Breakeven inflation expectations rose
o 10-year breakeven inflation rate rose
modestly to 2.14% (9/30) from 2.11%
(6/30)
o Bloomberg Barclays TIPS Index -0.8%; 0.8% y-t-d
• High yield corporates outperformed
investment grade
o Bloomberg Barclays High Yield: +2.4%;
+2.6% y-t-d
o Supply down sharply from 2017; demand
for yield continued
• Municipal bonds posted modest losses as
rates rose
o The Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond
Index: -0.2%; -0.4% y-t-d
o Fundamentals remain solid and issuance
down from last year

• Non-US developed bonds posted negative
returns
o Blmbg Barclays Global Agg ex-U.S.
(unhedged): -1.7%; -3.0 y-t-d
o Blmbg Barclays Global Agg ex-U.S.
(hedged): -0.2%; +1.3% y-t-d
o U.S. dollar up 0.7% versus basket of
developed markets currencies
• Emerging markets debt mixed; external
debt outperformed local currency debt with
some notable underperformers
o JPM EMBI Global Diversified +2.3%; 3.0% y-t-d
o JPM GBI EM Global Diversified -1.8%; 8.2% y-t-d
 Argentina -35%; y-t-d -59%
 Turkey -27%; y-t-d -46%
 Brazil -1.7%; -13.5% y-t-d
 Mexico +5.5%; y-t-d +9.2%
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT 3Q18
Real Assets
Oil prices continued their ascent, but rising interest rates and a stronger U.S. dollar weighed on some real
asset sectors. MLPs were again a top performing sector.

• Brent crude oil prices closed the quarter at
$83/barrel, a 4-year high on worries over
reduced supply from Iran
o S&P 1200 Energy: +1.3%; +8.2 y-t-d
o Alerian MLP Index: +6.6%; +5.9% y-t-d
• Commodities mixed
o Bloomberg Commodity TR Index: -2.0%; 2.0% y-t-d
 GS Commodity Index: +1.3%; +11.8% yt-d
o Heavier weight in energy
o S&P Gold Spot Price Index: -4.6%; -8.6% yt-d

• Listed Infrastructure and Real Estate
relatively flat in spite of rising rates
o DJ-Brookfield Global Infrastructure
Index: -0.8%; -2.1% y-t-d
o FTSE NAREIT: +0.8%; +1.8% y-t-d
• TIPS hurt by rising rates
o Bloomberg Barclays U.S. TIPS Index: 0.8%; -0.8% y-t-d
o 10-yr Breakeven Inflation Rate at 2.14%,
up from 2.11% as of 6/31
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Disclosures

DISCLOSURES
Ulrich Investment Consultants is registered as an investment adviser under the United States
Investment Advisor Act of 1940, as amended, with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The views expressed represent the opinion of Ulrich Investment Consultants. The views are subject to
change and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material contains
information about general market conditions and is for informational purposes only. It does not
constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated
information is derived from sources that have not been independently verified for accuracy or
completeness. While Ulrich Investment Consultants believes the information to be accurate and reliable,
we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future
expectations, estimates, projections, and other forward-looking statements are based on available
information and Ulrich Investment Consultants’ view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly,
such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that may involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from
those expressed or implied in such statements
For more information about Ulrich Investment Consultants please contact us for a copy of our disclosure
brochure. Please do not send money for investing until you have read it. For more information
pertaining to the registration status of Ulrich Investment Consultants, please visit
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
Ulrich Investment Consultants may be notified by mail:
Ulrich Investment Consultants
1805 Rio Grande Blvd, N.W. Suite 1
Albuquerque, NM 87104
Compliance@ulrichcg.com or Johnu@ulrichcg.com
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